
KADANDRA 
SOURCEBOOK OF THE CYBERPULP REALITY

CHAPTER ONE
AXIOMS AND WORLD LAWS

Axioms
Magic Axiom: 2
   Magic is extremely difficult and of limited usefulness. Effects are available only through complex and lengthy rituals, the creation of which 
requires decades of effort. Divination magic is the only type available and the effects are unpredictable and unreliable, as well as limited in scope. 
Divinatory magic may only perceive the present, it cannot see into the past or the future.

Social Axiom: 25
   Kadandra utilizes the 'Net to allow the populace of the entire cosm to participate in debate and decision making – particularly Elections - from the 
comforts of their own homes.  The functions of the family unit are often taken up by the Government or other social groups.
   Though money is still in use (the Credit), society has reached a point where it is not considered important.  All basic needs can be met, thanks to 
Makermods and fusion power.  Food, and medicines, all can can be produced in sufficient quantities to provide for the world's over seven billion 
people.  Because of this, people do not need to struggle.  Instead, most seek challenge in education, exploration, or whatever gives them fulfillment.

Spirit Axiom: 5
   An “extended” community is possible in which characters with faith not focus participate in miracles performed by a character with the focus skill. 
Rituals are still extremely difficult and lengthy.

Tech Axiom: 26
   Energy weapons common, portable fusion generators possible. “Memory” metals and plastics available.  Sublight interstellar travel is feasible. 
Nanotechnology practical for microscopic-scale uses. Basic principles of reality and possibility energy may be deduced.  Artificial intelligence in 
computers, cybernetic prosthetics as good as or better than the natural components, advanced gene therapy, extensive genetic engineering of physical 
traits possible.

World Laws
The Law of Technological Dominance
   Technology is the most powerful force in the universe. With appropriate technology, science can accomplish anything. The Law of Technological 
Dominance permits Possibility-rated Kadandrans to learn the Science: Reality skill if appropriate. The Law of Technological Dominance supports the
use of the cyberpsyche skill, which permits Kadandrans to support more cyberware than their Spirit Attribute would normally allow. The Law of 
Technological Dominance reduces the effectiveness of Miracles and Spells. Miracles have their Difficulties increased by 3; spells receive a +3 to 
their Backlash values; and, both spells and miracles have their final Effect values reduced by 3. 

Law of Prodigy
   Like Core Earth, Kadandra supports the presence of Prodigies. A possibility-rated Kadandran can begin the game with an additional +3 Adds (for a 
total of 6) in their Tag Skill at a cost of 3 initial possibilities. If the skill selected is a difficult skill, the character may improve that skill at the cost for 
standard skills. Ords or Possibility-rated Kadandrans can select the Prodigy package by permanently limiting one of their Attributes to 7 during 
character creation. A Prodigy Package can only be taken once and only during character creation.

The Law of Denial
   This World Law supports a Kadandran's belief in the natural order of the Universe (as perceived by Kadandrans). When faced by a situation which 
contradicts a Kadandran's belief system, the Law of Denial grants a +3 bonus to any actions which resolve the situation to the Kadandran's 
satisfaction. This usually translates to a +3 bonus to the Reality skill for reality storms invoked by a Kadandran Storm Knight. A Kadandran, may add
their Adds in the Reality skill to the difficulty of any Miracles used against them. Note that a Kadandran with the Science: Reality skill can no longer 
take advantage of this World Law--their horizons have been expanded.



CHAPTER TWO
THE COSM

History
Early Years
   Kadandran history bears some resemblance to Core Earth's, however a lower Spiritual axiom resulted in organized religion not being as large or 
strong, and not a motivating factor in wars.  This lower degree of Spiritualism becomes particularly evident 500 years ago with the Renaissance. The 
rise of Humanism (and the Social axiom) brought about a precipitous drop in the Spirit and Magic axioms. There was no concerted effort to suppress 
religion, but with miraculous events being exceptionally rare, mankind became less concerned with religion other than as a guide to positive social 
interaction.
   The calendar is based on the beginning of the Iron Age (1200 BC on Earth).  Recent evidence, based on study of Earth history, and the Possibility 
Wars, suggests that prior to this date, Kadandra was visited by aliens, who guided the primitive natives for some period of time (between a few 
centuries and two millennium).  The year 1 CE is the year of the Akashan departure.  The prevailing theory is that the Akashans resemblance to gods 
was so great, that absent any proof of their existence, later civilizations deemed them myth.  
   The next twenty five centuries follow a course similar to that of Earth.  Rome, Persia, China, England, Spain, America, and many of the major 
personages existed in both worlds.  The greatest difference came in the middle ages.  Though there were a number of territorial disputes between 
Europe and the Arab-Byzantine nations, neither side had a religious motivation, and fewer volunteers (or nobles with their conscripted armies) took 
part.
   The lack of religious motivation might have saved the great library of Alexandria.  But fate intervened in the form of an accidental fire, with the 
same outcome.  The net result, lost knowledge of sanitation resulted in the larger medieval population being ravaged by the bubonic plague, again 
bringing about a similar result to that of Earth. 
   The Age of Exploration saw the more advanced (technologically) cultures of Europe crush the western hemisphere, Africa, Australia, and parts of 
Asia, under the justification of bringing the advantages of Enlightened Civilization.
   By 3100, much of Europe was bound by complex alliances and marriages.  The lead to the unfortunate mess of the Great War, which involved 
Europe, North America, Africa, and some powers in the rest of the world from 3114 to 3118.  Which was followed by the Sino-Nippon War of 3118 
to 3140, which ended in the Sino-Nippon Pact (and the political alliance of the same name). 

Cold War
   After the Great War, and by the 3130s CE, three dominant world powers had emerged.  The Democratic Alliance (The Allies - America, Britain, 
France, etc.), European Administration (Germany, Russia, Italy), and Sino-Nippon Pact (in Asia/Pacific). Rather than moving to outright war, the 
three powers competed to build the biggest and most powerful weapons. 
   This came to a head in 3145CE, with a limited exchange of Tech 22 Nuclear Missiles, devastating several of the world's capitals. Immediately 
following, the three powers established the World Council to prevent a greater Tragedy from occurring. At first, it was just more of the same political 
sabre-rattling. But the populace, believing that the dark side of Science had gotten them into this mess, looked to its brighter aspect to get them out. 
And as communications improved, both societally and technologically, there was a massive revolution in both areas, with rises of at least one point in
both axioms per decade until things stabilized about ten years before the Sim War.

The Sims
   By the birth of Dr. Hachi Mara-Two (3175CE, 1975 Earth Calendar) the world enjoyed Peace and Prosperity. Use of Fusion power, Synthecyclers 
and UltraCAD had ended shortages of food, medicine and energy. Humans had colonized the inner planets and were exploring the outer ones.
   And then came the Cosmverse Project, and its warning. With even the scant time they had, Kadandrans reverse engineered the machinery and 
protective devices used in exploration and civil engineering, incorporating it into weapons technology from a few decades earlier. The result were 
Tech 24 weapons comparable to those the Cyberpapacy would later 'invent' based on Mara's Data Plate. With UltraCAD, these were quickly available
as needed. After the invasion started, Kadandran CyberDeckers were able to raid Sim DataGrid Strongholds for their patterns to achieve parity.
  Prince Thratchen of Tharkold lead the invasion of Kadandra.  Unaware that its' efforts had been detected, the techno-demon took no special 
precautions.  After all, no High Lord had ever lost in a cosm raid before – not counting Jean Malraux's repulsion from a cosm that Doctor Mobius had
also invaded.  The idea of stormers effecting any real resistance was impossible.
   The invasion began with a maelstrom bridge in central Cape City, and expanded swiftly to twenty three stelae zones.  The chosen sites match 
closely with those chosen by Baruk Kaah on Earth – and other invaders on countless other parallel Earths.  At this point, three months into the 
invasion, Kadandran gridrunners had obtained vital information from the occupied zone.  Notably the nature of stelae.  
   Based on this information, Corwin John-Two launched the first Stelae Rat mission.  Their goal, the stelae planted mid-way along the Atlantic coast 
of Cape City.  The stelae bounded two zones, including the Pure Zone where the Maelstrom Bridge dropped.  His team were making up the rules as 
they went.  And they got it almost right.  The actions of Kadandra's stormers lead to glory actions, and a story seed in the southern Dominant Zone.  
But not in the Pure Zone to the north.  
   The stelae was destroyed.  The maelstrom bridge collapsed, devastating Tharkold, and causing Kranod to abandon a second attempt in favor of 
renewed preparations for the invasion of Earth.  But in the other zone, Kadandran reality washed back in.  And the zone, drained of possibilities, was 
instantaneously destroyed.  Millions dead, every building, priceless artifacts, much of the continental Government's facilities, all gone.
   In the aftermath, Kadandra learned their mistake, and future missions did not repeat it.  But the war became much more fierce.  Cut off from home, 
abandoned by their High Lord, the techno-demons were fighting for survival.  Most stelae rats did not survive to make it to their target.  But 
Kadandra did prevail.
   And afterward, Dr. Hachi Mara-Two discovered the Tharkoldu were preparing to invade another world much like Kadandra, only much less 
advanced.  Mara planned to utilize her new Cosm Gate to cross over and warn Earth before it was too late.  Her plans were disrupted by Prince 
Thratchen, who had escaped the Kadandran authorities.  It slaughtered her team, and sabotaged the device.  Only the two of them made it across.  
   Other scientists attempted to reverse engineer her work, but could not make the gate reliable.  A half dozen soldiers were sent, but only two are 
known to have survived the crossing.  

 



Earth
   Watching the war on Earth, via the Cosmscope, Kadandrans found themselves unable to comprehend Orrorsh, Aysle, Magna Verita, the Nile 
Empire, or the Living Land. These realities all possessed some energy, unknown to Kadandran Science, which defied their Scientific Laws. The 
Space Gods, they saw as a warning of what their own society might become. But in Marketplace, Terra and Earth, they saw themselves, and a chance
to help these worlds along.
But Earth in particular held interest to them. It was just enough advanced in terms of the strange Super-natural phenomena to permit study without 
being so advanced as to be alien. Just as Kadandra might help Earth advance Socially and Technologically, Earth might hold the key to Kadandra's 
rediscovery of something they had lost in the process.
   Kadandra used the Cosmscope - which did work fairly reliably - to make the Possibility Wars into a sort of Reality TV, with the Kadandrans able to
follow the efforts of Storm Knights against the High Lords via live feeds on the DataGrid. 
   Following the war, and the Worldstorm, Kadandran gridrunners discovered another way to become involved.  Deep inside the DataGrid, they found
a portal, which lead to a strange Mirror-Grid – known as the GodNet.  Hacking through the Cyberpapal network, they were able to make contact with
Dr. Hachi Mara-Two, and Earth's Storm Knights.  With Mara's assistance, the Gate has been made reliable.

Marketplace
   The World Council debated the next step.  It was decided that sending thousands of soldiers to Earth, to take part in the new phase of the war now 
being fought, would be too much like another invasion.  Kadandra had no desire to be viewed in the same light as the Akashans and Army of the 
Light.  
   But they could send a few elite soldiers, and provide digital assistance via portals into the GodNet and Tharkoldu Grid.  This decision met with 
approval from the World Council leaders.  
   Then came a more controversial plan.  Marketplace, bereft of a Darkness Device, is dying.  Food, fuel, and other essential resources are depleted in 
that cosm, and must be imported.  3327 made this possible via Maelstrom Markets – cosm invasions, leased to his competitors.  Without him, some 
of them are currently trying to use gates, and temporary reality warps to acquire the needed materials from Earth.  
   Corwin John-Two has proposed, based on discussion with Earth's Knights, sending a joint mission to Marketplace.  Kadandran Gate technology 
can be used to reopen the other markets.  Leftover Akashan technology can – via some method apparently understood on Earth – establish stable, 
non-invasive realms for the corporations to gather what they need.  And the money from leasing these technologies can be devoted to programs to 
reverse the ecological damage; replacing all fossil fuel technology with fusion power, and power cells; and the creation of biofactories to grow 
foodstuffs.
   Corwin has pioneered this plan to get his people into the war.  His real agenda is vengeance on Tharkold for the deaths of southern Cape City.

Sidebar: Kadandran Naming Convention
   In the wake of the formation of the World Government, a universal naming convention was adopted.  Though isolated regions exist where it is not 
used, most living in the urban megaplexes follow the system.  
   In the manner of the Sino-Nippon Pact, family name is first, and given name second.  There are some complications.  First, middle names, or 
secondary given names are still used by close family and friends – but are not used in official records.  This makes it difficult if a father and son share
the same given name and numeric grade.  Also, some – like the British or Chinese – have a Clan and a Family name.  Though hyphenated married 
names, popular on Earth, are not used.  Most retain their birth name, but a few do opt for the old tradition.
   Then there is the Numeric Grade.  The grade is rated one to five, and may change over time.  The grade is assigned based on tests, taken throughout
schooling.  But work in the individual's chosen field can raise – or lower – the grade.  Generally, retired persons retain their last grade.
   One – 4.0 GPA.  A Military officer of Flag rank (Colonel or General).  One of the World Council's three heads of state.  A Professor.
   Two – 3.5 GPA.  A field officer, captain or higher.  A World Council representative, or a regional head of state.  A Doctor, or junior Professor.
   Three – 3.0 GPA.  A sergeant or lieutenant.  A regional Government representative, or a local (state/province/city) leader.  A junior Doctor or an 
Associate with a Master's degree.
   Four – 2.0 GPA.  An enlisted soldier.  A member of the bureaucracy.  A Research Associate.
   Five – less than a 2.0 GPA.  A dishonorably discharged soldier or a convicted criminal.  A professional who loses their accreditation.  

Behold, The World of Tomorrow!
   Geographically, Kandandra mirrors the Earth.  But its cities have expanded into vast megaplexes.  Unlike Marketplace, these mega-cities are free of
pollution, and – for the most part – crime.  Parks and other greenery can be found throughout, and personal living spaces are extremely large by 
comparison to those other cosms.
   
Democratic Alliance
   The Democratic Alliance includes all of North and South America, Spain, France, Benelux, United Kingdom, and Australia.  In the nuclear 
exchange the cities of Washington D.C., Los Angeles, Honolulu, London and Paris were destroyed.  Reconstruction, and the weak economies of the 
Latin countries made the early years quite hard.
   But the tropical countries proved advantageous quickly.  First, the offered a wealth of natural resources.  Secondly, as the great powers raced for the
moon, equatorial launch sites were considered optimal.  Belem, Brazil fit the bill.  And there were numerous opportunities for new urbanization -  
planned, and designed, to minimize pollution, and optimize transportation routes. 
   The Alliance leadership are elected, and may be removed by a vote of no-confidence at any time.  The political parties of the last century have 
given way to rule by the charismatic.  Unfortunately, the most popular are not necessarily the most capable.
Cape City
   Capital Megaplex of the Democratic Alliance, and formerly the seat of the World Council.  Prior to the Sim War, the city numbered over thirty 
million.  Though a formal census has not yet been performed, the current estimate places the population at about twenty million.  Covering the same 
geographical region as Earth's Boston, New York, Philadelphia, and Pittsburgh.  Much of the central region – including a large part of the New York 
state, was destroyed in the stelae accident.
Hub City
   Named because it serves as the hub for all road, rail, and air traffic on the continent.  Encompassing Chicago, Milwaukee, Indianapolis, Detroit, 
and Toronto.  The city was transformed during the war, and lingering traces can still be found.  Horrific symbols mark the buildings.  Gospog, and 
slave stormers, lurk in the shadows.  Despite this, the city of 50 million is both an entertainment and agricultural center for the continent.



Pacifica
   Nearly twenty-five million live along the coast.  The city parallels Earth's San Francisco, Portland, Seattle, and Vancouver.  Famed for its computer 
research (the Grid was born here) and the Cosmicland Amusement park.
Mexico City
   In the wake of the Sim War, this city of thirty million is the most prosperous in the west.  The urban renewal of the last decades has made the city a 
shining jewel.  Slums have been rebuilt, combining the majesty of pre-columbian architecture with modern technology.  And poverty and corruption 
have given way to industrial manufacturing.
Lancashire
   Capital city and industrial center of the British Isles.  Large portions of old Liverpool and Manchester remain untouched amidst the modern 
metropolis that has grown up among them.
Côte d'Azur 
   A megaplex stretching from Barcelona to Florence, centered on the Marseilles-Avignon region.  With a population of over fifty million, Côte 
d'Azur is a spaceport, a computer center, and a tourist destination.  

European Administration
   Comprised of central and eastern Europe, including Italy, the Germanies, Russia, Greece, and the various Scandinavian, and Balkan states.  The 
cities of Berlin, Munich, Rome and Moscow were all destroyed in the brief nuclear war.  The modern European Administration is Russian-
dominated.  It is a neo-communal, cashless society.  The state provides for all basic needs of its citizens.  Anything beyond this requires work.  
Geneve
   Considered neutral territory for centuries, Geneve was selected as the capital of the EA, and with the Sim War, the World Council was relocated – 
after its reconstitution – there as well.
Italia Urbana
   Comprising most of the Italian peninsula and Sicily, with a population of sixty million.  Despite the name, the province is not entirely urban.   In 
addition to the radiation zone, vast areas of nature and remnants of the past dot the landscape.  The Italians have lost Rome, and it has driven them to 
rebuild, to be better.  Renato Nero-Two intends to be the next head of the EA, and lead the World Council in spreading Kadandra's greatness to other 
cosms.
Austra-Hungary
   The largest Germanic megaplex, with a population of nearly twenty million.  An extensive producer of food and advanced technologies.  Though 
Russia leads the administration politically, Austra-Hungary is the heart.  
Petrograd
   A city of thirty million, center of aerospace and marine production and transportation.  Alkaev Gennadi-One, director of the EA has instituted 
programs to build a defense against cosm travel.  Gennadi fears that another High Lord could invade, or that visiting other cosms could bring about a 
different sort of incursion.  He feels that before that happens, Kadandra must have a means to protect itself.

Sino-Nippon Pact
   At the time of the nuclear exchange, Nippon was in the process of subjugating China.  Significant portions of the country were under occupation.  
But when Hiroshima and Nagasaki were destroyed, Nippon was unable to support its troops on the mainland.  Before the Chinese could take 
advantage, Nippon offered an alliance.  China would retain its' sovereignty, as part of a larger polity.  The two incorporated Korea, the various 
southeast Asian nations, most of Polynesia and Oceania.  By the mid-fifties, India joined the Pact as well.
   The Pact is a union of nations, some empires, some democracies.  Initially, the Pact was very expansionist.  But having incorporated most of its' 
neighbors, they ran out of independents.  Then, the reality of administrating that territory set in.  Many of the smaller nations were impoverished, and
suffered from lack of food, clean water, or medicine.  Elevating them to self-sufficiency became a new challenge.
   One of the major steps to accomplishing this was the construction of sea farms.  These floating structures mainly grow kelp, but fish, and other sea 
life are also cultivated.  While the DA and EA have gone to other worlds, the SNP has been exploring, and colonizing, the Pacific.
   Tang Daisuke-One broke the deadlock regarding use of the Gate.  He proposed the Marketplace mission as a compromise.  In essence, it is a 
continuation of the SNP mission to help the underprivileged.  
Tokyosaka 
   A metroplex of thirty million.  The jewel of the east, with a glittering night skyline.  Tokyosaka boasts the top cyberneticists on Kadandra, and the 
general public strives to remain at the cutting edge.  Using UltraCAD technology, cars, personal electronics, and clothes are replaced many times a 
year – sometimes as often as every two weeks – in order to stay in fashion.  Even buildings will see their facades and interior design remodeled 
regularly.  Small historic districts retain landmarks from the past.  The rest of the megaplex looks to the future, and refuses to be stuck in the present.
Beijing
   In stark contrast to Tokyosaka, the Beijing Megaplex strives to modernize without losing the past.  On the surface, the city looks like it did over a 
century ago – only expanded to four times its previous boundaries.  But hidden within the walls, is the same technology found elsewhere on the 
planet.
Shang Kong
   Running along the southern coast of China is a city of a quarter billion.  Over two hundred kilometers of megaplex extensions link the island of 
Taiwan to the mainland.  Shang Kong has vast seaports and shipyards, supporting the numerous undersea farms across the Pacific.
Maharashtra
   With a population of over a hundred million, Maharashtra is not only the capital of the Hindi subcontinent, but also the largest city.  In addition to 
electronics industry, the megaplex also is home to the Pact's largest entertainment companies, and medical research.



Other Places of Note
Persian Republics
   Earlier this century, the great powers of Europe divided the middle east to suit themselves.  This caused much strife, as warring tribes were forced 
together.  Some tribes, now minorities in several nations, comprised of their enemies, faced persecution and extermination.  And with the end of 
Kadandra's reliance on fossil fuels, the entire region was faced with collapse.
   The modern Persia – which stretches from Turkey to Pakistan – is defined by its part in the solar expansion.  Displaced tribes have migrated to 
Luna and Mars, under the jurisdiction of foreign powers, and to the asteroids.  Their efforts in Terraforming are being brought back to Kadandra.  
The great deserts of Persia, and the Sahara in Africa, are being slowly transformed.  Cometary ice is being directed Earthward, and brought down.  
Eventually, the regions will be capable of sustaining life.  
   Persia is also experiencing a rediscovery of its ancient past.  Archeologists scour the Tigris-Euphrates for signs of early civilization, and the 
possible involvement of Akashans in human development.

African Confederation
   Africa remains a continent of raw, untouched, natural resources, and underdeveloped countries.  Tribal hatreds that have existed for millennia still 
linger.  But the need to present a united front against the rest of the world has compelled a truce.  Or at least an effort to hide the violence from prying
eyes.
   This new attitude has allowed the Confederation to prosper.  And in the process achieve advances in medicine, education, and sadly, weapons.

Luna
   Two major settlements serve as the basis for all outward expansion.  The Alliance's Tranquility Base is home to almost ten thousand.  In another 
decade it should catch up to the older EA Tycho City.  Both are built underground as much as possible, with domes on the surface for spaceports and 
railguns.
   Despite the name, these magnetic launchers are not intended for military purposes.  Instead, they propel raw materials mined below into Kadandra 
orbit.  There they are drawn in by satellite habitats for the construction of long range craft, and continued expansion of the colony.
   In addition to being almost five years older, Tycho City is built in the moon's largest crater, and the impact has turned up vast quantities of useful 
minerals.  The twenty-five thousand citizens have pioneered medical and cybernetic techniques to cope with the 0.06g environment.
Tranquility has to work harder to reach the ores it was built to mine.  This means slower expansion.  But the colonists feel they have reached a 
critical mass, and will soon be able to catch up.

Mars
   Terraforming of the red planet is a job being tackled by the Alliance, EA, and the Persian Republics.  Competition has turned to cooperation, as the 
experts strive to find the means to make Mars a world suitable for humans.  At present, only a few thousand live in domed cities.  Oxygen producing 
plants provide a significant portion of the colonies' atmospheres, and in time will make them self-sufficient.
   As with Kadandra's deserts, cometary ice is being directed to impact the planet, to provide oxygen and water.  Unlike the homeworld, the danger of 
impact affecting human habitation is significantly less.  This permits a quicker turnaround in the process.  Despite this, it will be decades before 
livestock can be introduced.  And at least two centuries before it will be possible to walk on the surface without an environment suit.

The Solar System
   Manned exploration of the rest of the inner system has been done.  At present, the dangers of Mercury and Venus render them unsuited to 
colonization.  The asteroids are being exploited heavily.  And missions to the moons of Jupiter and Saturn have been launched.  



CHAPTER THREE
SKILLS AND GAME SYSTEMS

Character Creation
   Kadandra Characters use the standard rules for attributes and skills.  Kadandrans rarely put extensive training into hand to hand combat, but the 
social axiom supports Martial Arts.  Magic is limited to the Divination skill, and does require the advantage.  Psionics are not possible due to the low 
spiritual axiom.  Miracles require advantage, and are limited to rituals – which require a community of faithful to perform.
   All player characters may begin play with cybernetics with a Cyber Value equal to their Cyberpsyche skill value +3.  Any items with a bonus of +5 
or higher requires an equipment advantage.
   Gridrunners use the same rules found in the GodNet or the Grid chapter of Tharkold.

Skills
The following skills which are restricted by cosm, are available to Kadandra.  Underlined skills are difficult.
Dexterity 
Energy Weapons – Ion Weapons, Laser Weapons, Plasma Weapons, Stun Weapons
Perception
Cyberdeck Operations
Language – Kadandra possesses all languages found on Earth.  Arabic, Bengali, English, French, German, Hindi, Japanese, Mandarin, Russian, and 
   Spanish are the most common
Mind
Science:Reality
Spirit
Cyberpsyche – all Kadandrans may possess this skill, provided they have cybernetics
Faith – Kadandrans may have any of the limitations available to Earth.  Though, due to the World Laws, Atheism is the most common.
Attributeless Skill
UltraCAD Operation 

Cosmscope 
   While the cosm gate has proven problematic, the cosmscope has proven a interdimensional surveillance method capable of looking in on – 
theoretically – any cosm.  The scope is most reliable at a resolution of about 1km, directly across the dimensional barrier.  That is, a person using a 
cosmscope from the Bridgehead War Memorial would be able to see downtown Manhattan on Earth or Terra, Nouveau Amsteldamme on Magna 
Verita, or the wilderness of Manhattan Island on Gaea.  
   The corresponding location on Takta Ker, Marketplace, or Aysle is not as easily defined, which might explain why those cosms are not as easy to 
view as Earth.
   The Base Difficulty for using a Cosmscope is 3.  Cosmscopes do not see through walls.  Certain other methods can obscure the signal.  Attempting 
to look at a more distant location is possible.  The distance value, in kilometers, is added to the difficulty.  It is also possible to tighten the image.  
The closer, the more difficult.

Cosm or Realm Modifiers Range Modifier
Cyberpapacy, Tharkold +1 Distance Value -14
Earth +3
Nippon-Tech/Marketplace +4 Accuracy Modifier
Terra, Space Gods/Star Sphere +5 Closer than 1km 15-Distance Value
Nile Empire/Khem, Nolava +6
Orrorsh/Gaea, Atlantis +8
Aztec Empire/Kantovia +11
Aysle, Magna Verita +12
Tz'Ravok +15
Living Land/Takta Ker +19
Lereholm +22



CHAPTER FOUR
CYBERNETICS AND EQUIPMENT

Kadandra Economy: Credits
   On Kadandra, the economy centers on the Credit.  Basic labor for one hour is worth one credit, which is approximately equal to $10 Core Earth 
American.  Three meals and a bunk cost four credits a day, though this is basic fare, with no luxury.  Skilled labor of course nets greater earnings.  
   In general terms, the numeric grade of Kadandran reflects their income level.  The Credit is abbreviated cr.  
   Grade Wealth level
   One 3 or 4
   Two 2 or 3
   Three 1 or 2
   Four None or 1
   Five None, very limited fixed income

Cyberware
   Kadandra utilizes the same post-industrial methods as Tharkold.  Cyberware comes in patterns and not brand names.  All Tharkold Cyberware, 
excluding Occultech, is available on Kadandra.
Fashionware
   Tharkold cybernetics are functional.  They serve a purpose.  Cyberpapal 'ware – though derived from Kadandra's – is rough.  On Kadandra, 
cyberware is sometimes about style.  Fashionware is about looking good, feeling good, or expressing yourself.
   It is common for Kadandrans who indulge to have numerous implants.  Though each has its own Cyber Rating, they are not as dehumanizing as 
other cybernetics.  If a fashion implant is added to another implant, it does not add to the Cyber Rating.  And if the wearer undergoes psychological 
counseling, all fashion implants count as one item for purposes of reducing cybervalue.  
   i.e. Lex has a total of eight fashion implants, each with a CR of +1.  If he undergoes counseling, he can reduce his cybervalue from these implants 
by a total of seven.
   Several of these implants require chipware to set their programming.  For those who do not have a chipholder, a single program can be installed by 
nervejack.
Skin
   Tattoos are so archaic.  Simple ink, fixed and unchanging.  Skin Implants can be simple, or quite complex.  Static Displays include the modern 
version of the old fashioned, neon glowing signs, or even an implanted digital watch – with date, stopwatch, and any other function that commonly 
found in a Earth wristwatch.
   A more extensive type of implant can actually be animated.  This variety requires either chipware or must be linked to a communications implant to
receive the desired programming.  Cyber Rating for this sort of implant is per location.  Each limb, and the front and back of the torso, each count as 
a separate implant.   Certain men in the Sino-Nippon Pact turn their entire bodies into a mobile form of art.  In some parts of ___, wearers set theirs 
to show a video – even adding speaker implants for the audio – as a means of distraction.  [Gamemasters can assign a +1 to 3 to Trick attempts for 
such methods.]
Hair
   The wearer has every follicle replaced.  The artificial hairs can be programmed for any color – including both natural colors and clearly artificial – 
from cotton candy pink or chrome silver to neon blue with oscillating yellow lights.  A more complex version is also capable of changing length – 
from buzz cut to waist length – and style.  It can even be programmed to move on its own.  
Eyes
   The eyes are a prime choice for expression.  A few decades ago, simple contact lenses could be used to alter color, or even create a fantastic look – 
like a cat's or lizard's eye.   Such simple cosmetic designs can be incorporated into any cybereye, without taking up any slots.  For those who want 
matching eyes, but don't have both replaced, the old fashioned lenses can be used for the second eye.
   More extensive designs can change, display moving pictures, or even be linked to a datchip to show observers that information.  This requires a slot
in the cybereye – and access to chipware.  Cyber Rating covers one or both eyes.
Nails
   The wearer's fingernails – or more rarely toenails – can change color.  If applied to an artificial appendage, these have no Cyber Rating.  Changing 
the color can be done via neural commands with NeuraCal and a Chip, but an applicator pen can also be used.  The pen is touched to the color, or ran 
across a pattern, and then touched to each nail to be altered.  Can be incorporated into slashers.
Legs/Feet
   Popular with women, or some short men.  The heel of a cyberfoot has a built-in high heel.  These can be fixed at anywhere from a two centimeter 
lift to twenty centimeter stilettos [not effective as a melee weapon, -3 to hit, for standard dagger damage].  They can also be designed to be 
adjustable.
Extra Appendage
   A catchall for any sort of addition to the human physiology.  These are not common, and those that possess them are viewed as strange.
   Implants that are simply cosmetic – and confer no ability, or serve any function, are general simple to install.  Examples include: tail, decorative 
horns, or cat ears.  More functional additions require NeuraCal connections, heavier surgery, and some time to become accustomed to.  These 
include: prehensile tail, extra arm(s) or legs (cost is per limb).
Sexual Implants
   There are two reasons for these implants.  Looking better, and having improved performance.
   Breast Implants (normally come as a set) require NeuraCal, and can adjust at mental command from B cup to E cup (larger sets are possible, but 
the four cup variance is the maximum possible).  Larger breasts grant a +3 bonus to Charisma when dealing with males.  Smaller breasts are more 
practical for most physical activities.
   Penis Implants include contraceptives and prevent the spread of STDs. They also increase from 15cm erect to 30cm erect, with correspond increase
to girth.  Some models include ridges or bumps to increase sensation during intercourse.  Though not generally apparent when wearing clothes, the 
presence of such an implant grants a +3 psychological bonus to Charisma when dealing with females.  
   Orifice Implants include Vaginal, Anal, and Oral.  Vaginal Implants include contraceptives.  All models prevent STDs, are designed for on-
command lubrication, and have cybermuscles to provide increased sensation for both partners.  



Fashionware Surgery CR Price cr (Value) Effect
Skin
NeuraSkin 10 Wound 0 75 (15) artificial skin
Display – Static 8 KO 0* 15 (11) Electronic Tattoo
   Changing Patternsc 10 Wound +1* 40 (13) Animated Tattoo
Hair
Color Changec 10 Wound +1 25 (11)
Length/Style Changec 10 Wound +1 75 (14)
Eyes
Static 6 Wound 0 +5 (9) Permanent Cosmetic Lenses
Changingc 6 Wound +1* 50 (13) Lenses display variety of images
Hands
Color Change Nailsc 6 Wound 1* 50 (13)
Legs
High-heeled --- +1 10 (10) flat to stiletto, fixed or adjustable
Extra Appendage
Cosmetic 8 Wound +2 100 (15) decorative body modification
Functional 10 Moderate +3 500 (19) extra limb, organ, or useful body part
Implants
Breast Implant 8 Wound +1 100 (15) CHA +3 vs Men
Orifice Implant 12 Heavy +1 250 (17) contraceptive, anti-disease, enhanced sensations
Penis Implant 12 Heavy +1 250 (17) CHA +3 vs Women, contraceptive, anti-disease, enhanced sensations
Boosterware
Shock Buffer 10 Moderate +2 each 150 (16) Each buffer allows 10 additional shock point before losing consciousness.
Shock Suppression Booster 10 Moderate +2 150 (16) Absorbs three shock points per blow.
Reflex Booster 10 Heavy +2 300 (18) +1 to +3 to Agility. +2 cyber value per point for duration of boost.
Neuralware
Neural Node 11 Heavy +2 275 (18) Wireless Neural Link
Contact Plates 10 KO +1 50 (13) Allows Neural link with handheld tools
Cybereye
R-Scan 6 Wound +3 1000 (20) Detect and Identify Extra-Cosmic persons and objects

c – requires Chipware * - no Cyber Rating if incorporated into another cybernetic implant

Neural Node
   A wireless form of Neural Jack, implanted at the base of the skull, which allows the individual to fully immerse herself in Virtuality (see below) at 
all times.  She may also link to a number of tools equal to the value of her Mind on the Power Push Table.
   Vehicles/Heavy Machinery: Most such equipment requires the operator to be in the Driver's/operator's Seat.  As such those machines only transmit 
to a Node within about a half meter.  Remote operation is possible, but not legal – as it renders the device subject to remote hijacking.
   Weapons/Handheld Tools: These devices have their sensors built into the hand grip.  The user must have Contact Plates installed in their palm in 
order for the device to recognize them.  Some such items can be used manually without Contact Plates, but gain no benefits for Smartlink.
   Other Devices: Many devices contain computers, and can access the DataGrid.  As such, a Kadandran with a Neural Node, and authorized access 
(or the skill to access it without authorization) may operate said device remotely – either from across the room, or from across the world.

Contact Plates
   Some handheld items require – for legal, safety, or practical reasons – these implants in the finger tips in order to make contact with the user's 
Node.  Contact Plates can be added to a Cyberhand without additional Surgery or Cyber Rating.

R-Scan Cybereye
   Based on the Cosmscope technology, the R-Scan functions like the Zinatt Reality Probe psi ability.  Only Possibility-rated characters can use an R-
Scan optic implant.  The user generates a Reality total and compares it to the Reality or Spirit value of a character.  If successful, the user can 
determine the axiom values of the target.  If the specific set is known, the reality is also identified.  
   R-Scan can also identify tools.  For the Tech or Social based tools, the difficulty is 8, +1 for axiom level over Kadandra.  So an Akashan Gravitic 
Ray would be difficulty 12 (30-26=+4).  Kadandrans without Science:Reality can not identify magic, spiritual, or psionic tools.  
   R-Scan requires one slot.  Surgery: 6 Wound, CR: +3  Price: 1000cr (20)  

Scavscan 
   Searches for materials which are within the device's 60-meter range.  Scavscan can search for up to 75 materials as long as the nano-profile of each 
material is loaded into the scavscan. In autosearch mode, the scavscan uses its find value of 13 to locate materials. In interpretive mode, the scavscan 
gives the user a +5 bonus modifier to generating a science total to locate materials. Record mode picks up any EM signals within a 10 meter radius.   
   Each minute recorded takes the space equivalent to one material slot, so the scavscan could record 20 minutes and have room for 55 material 
profiles.  Price: 100 (15)

Carecrawler
   This spider-like machine is a nanomedical robot. It repairs injuries through nanotech processes. The carecrawler has medicine 19. The carecrawler 
takes two hours on a wounded character, four hours with one that is moderately wounded, and six hours with a heavily wounded character, eight 
hours with an incapacitated character, and ten hours for a mortally wounded character. The carecrawler has drugs and patch-swimmers which can 
stop the bleeding in any mortally wounded character. Generate a first aid total from a first aid skill value 19.  Price: 120 (16)



Maglev Train
   Kadandran Maglevs are not greatly improved over the Cybertrains of the Cyberpapacy.  Simply put, the technology has reached a pinnacle, and the 
need for further improvement is not present.  Though passenger service is available, Maglevs are primarily used as a cheaper alternative to air for 
cargo hauling.
Tech: 25 Speed(kmh/mph/value): 320/200/15  Man: --  Weight: 26  Pass: 300  TOU: 44  Price: 750,000 (35)

Mako-Class Subcruiser
   A naval vessel capable of surface and submarine travel, suitable for anti-piracy, search and rescue, exploration, and cargo.  Fusion powered, with a 
hydrojet propulsion.  Beyond the propulsion and crew modules, much of the ship is modular, and can easily be refitted between missions (about a 
month for major refits).
Tech: 26 Speed(kmh/mph/value): 100/60/13  Man: -2  Weight: 35 Pass: 50(up to 400)  TOU: 44  Price: 350M (48)
Armament: 4 very heavy weapons (mainly torpedoes), 4 heavy weapons, and 4 light weapons. 

Copernicus-Class Interplanetary Spaceplane
   The most common manned spacecraft for transportation from orbital satellites to the Moon, the inner planet, and the asteroids.  The Copernicus can
make the moon run in 10 hours (one-way) carrying 100 people – in seating like a atmospheric passenger plane.  For interplanetary travel, the 
passenger module is configured for 20 passengers, with full cabins and recreational facilities.  This is necessary, as the trip to Mars takes between two
and eleven months.
Tech: 26   Speed(kmh/mph/value): 40k/24k/25   Man: +0   Weight: 35   Pass: 100/20   TOU: 30   Price: 600M (49) 

Plasma Charges
   A demolition charge, based on plasma technology.  Plasma Charges may be emplaced, and detonated by timer, proximity sensor, or remote signal, 
or they may be activated and thrown like a grenade, or fired from a Thav/5-Mim grenade launcher.
Tech: 26  Damage: 27  Burst Radius: 10/15/25)

Robots
   Kadandra employs a number of robots with artificial intelligence to perform a variety of tasks without supervision.  Synthcyclers, like those used 
on Tharkold are one such.  Though unlike Tharkold, Kadandra doesn't generally arm them.  Three other robots commonly in use are Agricultural, 
Construction and Emergency.  Each has a number of built in tools, and may self-modify to perform a variety of tasks within those fields.

Agricultural 
   A large unit, about two meters by four meters and two meters tall.  Capable of plowing fields, planting crops, spraying pesticides or other chemicals
to protect or improve the crop, and harvesting it.  The latter requires a trailer attachment.  

Agribot
AGI 9 DEX 9 STR 19 END 14 TOU 22 PER 11 MIN 11 CHA 0 SPI 0
land vehicles or flight 12, Melee weapons 18, fire combat:chemical sprayer 18, Find 18, trick (25), Survival 13, UltraCAD 13
Equipment: Tracked (MRG 11) or hover (MRG 13); sensor array (auditory, infrared, magnetic field, radar, seismic, and visual sensors. Use find 
value for any of these forms); Integral armor; overrun attack/Backhoe (D23); Combine (D27);  Chemical Sprayer (Effect varies, pesticides D23, R0-
1/2/-)

Construction
   A variation of the Synthcycler, which includes a UltraCAD system permitting the robot to build or repair a building.  Various arms allow the robot 
to install structural members (metal or plastic polymers), electrical or communications conduits, plumbing, etc.  Most construction robots employ a 
hover propulsion system.  Small Construction Robots are about the size of a lawnmower, Industrial models are the size of a two-story building

Small Construction Robot
AGI 9 DEX 9 STR 11 END 11 TOU 19 PER 10 MIN 10 CHA 0 SPI 0
Flight 11, melee weapons 17, Find 17, trick (25), Survival 12, UltraCAD 12
Equipment: overrun attack (D14); Integral armor; sensor array (auditory, infrared, magnetic field, radar, seismic, and visual sensors. Use find value 
for any of these forms); Tracked (MRG 10) or hover (MRG 12); Tool Arms (Hammer (D14), Wrench/Screwdriver, Saw (D23)) 

Industrial Construction Robot
AGI 9 DEX 9 STR 42 END 31 TOU 41 PER 13 MIN 13 CHA 0 SPI 0
Flight 15, Energy weapons 19, Find 20, trick (25), Survival 15, UltraCAD 15
Equipment: 1250mm composite armor; sensor array (auditory, infrared, magnetic field, radar, seismic, and visual sensors. Use find value for any of 
these forms); hover (MRG 9); Tool Arms (Rivet Gun (D14 A200 R1-10/25/40), Laser Welder (D24 A50 R3/5/10)) 

Emergency
   Man-sized, hovering robots, designed for firefighting, search and rescue, emergency medical care, and some police activities.  

Emergency Robot
AGI 14 DEX 14 STR 12 END 18 TOU 24 PER 14 MIN 12 CHA 4 SPI 12
Flight 17, stealth 20, unarmed combat 16, Energy weapons 22, Deductions 16, find 20, trick 16, Demolitions 17, Taunt (20), Intimidation 14, 
willpower 26
Equipment: Integral armor; sensor array (auditory, infrared, magnetic field, radar, seismic, and visual sensors. Use find value for any of these 
forms); hover (MRG 13); Bith/90 Pulse Gun (D28stun A100 R5-10/30/60); Fire Suppressant (D13(Breathing), A60 R1-6/10/30), 4 Carecrawlers



Virtuality
   Kadandra's DataGrid has been in existence for nearly fifty years.  It is as advanced beyond its 'child' – the GodNet – as that system is over the 
Network of Marketplace.  Computers are a part of nearly everything.  Vehicles, communications, appliances, and even furniture.
   On Marketplace, a refrigerator will know when you have run out of milk, and automatically order more.  On Kadandra, it will actually manufacture
milk as you want it, and order organic matter for the mini-factory as needed.  Kadandran homes recognize individuals as they enter, adjusting the 
climate, furniture height and firmness, audiovisual infotainment preferences, and even alter the VX 'wallpaper'.

Sidebar: Wallpaper
   Kadandrans enjoy watching the events on Earth via the Cosmscope.  Many have taken an interest in particular realms, and overlay their living areas
with Virtual recreations.  A fan of the Living Land might have a plant bed with giant leaf sheets, and a waterfall shower.  The most popular realms are
Living Land (and the Land Above), Aysle, Nile Empire, and the Victorian Colonies.  Though children must use trodes rather than a Node implant, 
colorful, cartoon-like characters are used to entertain and educate them.
   Even some clothes are designed to allow VX overlays, permitting them to instantly change to any pre-programmed fashion available.  It is possible 
to use this technology for disguise, however, there is a -5 penalty to the skill check, rather than the bonuses given for physical disguise kits.
   
   Virtual Objects and Wallpapers have no actual physicality, existing solely in the DataGrid.  A Virtual Wall can not actually stop people from passing
through it, but a person with an active Node can see it, and even feel it.  Thus a person can be tricked into accepting it as a real wall.  In game terms, 
treat a VX environment or object as if it were an Illusion.  The designer generates a Computer Science or Cyberdeck Ops roll to make a program – 
using the difficulty chart for Artist.  The Level of Success determines the Disbelief DN to recognize it as VX.  
   Minimal – looks like a computer generated image, and is easily dismissed.  Disbelief DN 5
   Average – looks mostly real, but doesn't quite match the environment.  Disbelief DN 8
   Good – well done imagery.  Disbelief DN 10
   Superior – matches the environment, and looks accurate from all possible angles.  Disbelief DN 12
   Spectacular – actually includes flaws that a real, physical object might.  Disbelief DN 15
   If a character doesn't realize that a wall is virtual, then he will believe that it is a physical reality, and will believe that he can not pass through it.  If 
he believes a Guardian Program is real, then it can attack him (causing mental damage, though he may believe it is physical if his Willpower total 
was significantly less than the Difficulty Number).  
   However, VX programs can interact with the physical world in other ways.  They can “see” persons or objects that are visible to any camera or 
sensor that is Grid-capable (and more are than not), speak with them, and perform various tasks.  VX signs can be placed immediately to notify of 
traffic conditions, track criminals, advertise, and almost anything imaginable.
   Guardian programs can greatly increase the security of a building, by providing extra “eyes'.  While technically, their eyes are simply cameras and 
sensors, the program provides a simulated intelligence, to analyze the information, respond appropriately.  And, as noted, they are capable of 
attacking an intruder – provided the intruder is using a Neural Node.
   So why would someone wishing to intrude have an active Node?  Some of the security systems he will need to bypass, or avoid, are VX, and will 
still be able to detect him, even if he can not see them.
   What this means, is that a team operating against a Kadandran opponent will want to have a Netrunner.  And probably want him physically with the
rest of the team, in order to combat security measures in the Grid immediately.  Netrunners can of course deal with VX programs in the same way 
they would deal with them inside the Grid.  For everyone else, the chief option is the Pe-6 or Pe-9 Ion Gun, which disrupts electronics and VX 
imagery.  For programs that have normal stats, combat is resolved normally.  If a VX object does not have stats, assume a default Toughness of 8.  

Example: A day in the life.  Scott Warren-Three, is a fan of the Nile Empire.  He is awakened in the morning by a wind-up alarm clock – which is 
directly linked to highly accurate digital clocks.  He rises from a huge silken bed, surrounded by servants.  While some fan – the household air 
circulation system at work, another provides him with the news of what has been happening in the world while he slept, in a Terran Chicago accent.  
He informs Warren of the results of sporting events he has interest in, politics and the law, local events, etc.  
   Warren then heads into a bathing chamber the size of an Olympic pool – actually a 2m by 3m bathroom with a normal size tub.  While he bathes, a 
clacking mechanical with a grainy, black and white, video screen, enters and provides a morning show – which can be enhanced to perfect, full color,
clarity if he wants.  Servants arrive with his towel and clothes – actually a household robot, with a holographic skin.
   While he bathed, he provided his breakfast request.  When he reaches the kitchen, it has been prepared, and is ready for him.  The Kitchen, of 
course, looks like a speak-easy, and is tended by a bartender – the household robot again.  
   Once he finishes, he takes the lift down to the parking garage of his building.  As he approaches his Nu-4/Tet – designed to look like a Rolls-Royce 
Phantom III – the car recognizes him, and unlocks, and starts.  Once he takes his seat, the Car links to his Node, and he can drive by thought.  While 
he drives, he calls his associates – also en route.  His servant – actually an Avatar, or Assistant Program – rides along, and continues to provide 
information as he needs it.  The Avatar also adjusts the car's radio to Warren's preferences, and specific choices he might want at this time.
   An accident on the expressway has slowed traffic.  A virtual sign warning of this appears above the road ahead, and his car will automatically 
determine a alternate route.  This route will be marked with virtual arrows above the road – visible to Warren, but not to other drivers.  He passes a 
police vehicle, the officer in that car immediately sees his speed displayed along the side of the car, with a prompt for the owner's identification, and 
records.  But Warren isn't speeding, and he doesn't have a criminal record, so he passes on, barely noticing the officer.
   Warren works as an assistant at a Cyberclinic, during the day, he uses VX imagery to show patients what desired implants will look like, and even 
allow them to experience some of what the implant will be capable of doing.  When the patient decides, the details are saved automatically and sent 
to the doctor's Avatar.
   After work, Warren and his friends head to a Virtuality Suite known as the Dungeon, where they assume the roles of Knights in a recent Ayslish 
adventure captured by the Cosmscope.  They worry that with increased contact with Earth, new laws will prohibit these games without the consent of
the real persons they are imitating.  When that happens they will have to go back to games designed based on fictional people and events.  These 
games are essentially fully interactive virtual movies.  For Warren and his friends simply passively observing is a boring way to experience a story – 
something to be done when time doesn't permit a complete experience.
   Afterwards, they have dinner at a restaurant.  Though they could easily have the meal prepared by their home systems, they opt for sharing food 
prepared by skilled chefs, and real people to talk to.  What Warren sometimes forget, is that his girlfriend Lina is actually in Pacifica, and here via the
DataGrid, her food likewise simulated – at this end at least.  Though a stolen bite with still have taste, texture, even warmth.
   Afterwards, he heads home, Lina sharing the ride, and a few hours alone with Warren before they fall asleep, and end the day. 


